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Abstract 

 

Replica and effective medium theory methods are employed to elucidate how to massively 

reconfigure a colloidal assembly to achieve globally homogeneous, strongly clustered and 

percolated equilibrium states of high electrical conductivity at low physical volume fractions. A 

key idea is to employ a quench disordered, large mesh rigid rod network as a templating internal 

field. By exploiting bulk phase separation frustration and the tunable competing processes of 

colloid adsorption on the low dimensional network and fluctuation-driven colloid clustering in 

the pore spaces, two distinct spatial organizations of greatly enhanced particle contacts can be 

achieved. As a result, a continuous, but very abrupt, transition from an insulating to metallic-like 

state can be realized via a small change of either the colloid-template or colloid-colloid attraction 

strength. The approach is generalizable to more complicated template and/or colloidal 

architectures.  
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Colloidal assembly is a promising avenue for the creation of functional materials with 

superlative thermodynamic, mechanical, optical, electrical and/or structural properties [1-8]. The 

archetypical approach, equilibrium self-assembly, often utilizes designer particles with specific 

patchy interactions and/or shape [7-9]. However, their synthesis on the bulk scale is typically 

limited. As a conceptually distinct alternative, an external or “internal” field can be used to direct 

assembly [10-14]. For example, polymers can induce effective interactions between particles 

resulting in diverse structural states such as compact clusters, bridging networks, or full 

dispersion as a correlated fluid [15,16].  

In this Letter, we employ equilibrium statistical mechanical theory to establish a 

different, largely unexplored, internal field for achieving massively reconfigurable colloidal 

assembly: a low dimensional, quench disordered, porous and insulating template. Our aim is to 

discover, and learn how to exploit, the competing physical effects necessary to reversibly trigger 

an insulator-metal transition at low particle concentrations in a mechanically-stable network 

where macrophase separation is avoided. We demonstrate that a dilute, but interpenetrating, 

quench disordered rigid rod network composed of meshes or pores large compared to the 

colloids allows this to be realized via two distinct physical mechanisms.  

The first, conceptually simpler mechanism involves the abrupt formation of quasi-one-

dimensional colloid multilayers adsorbed on the rod network via a strong enough interfacial 

(template-colloid) attraction in concert with a judiciously chosen inter-colloid cohesion to induce 

dense particle packing along the rods. This approach also serves as a reference for the second 

mechanism based on the template-induced destruction of colloid macrophase separation. This 

allows the realization of thermodynamically stable, more 3-dimensional, inter-connected 

networks characterized by high levels of cohesion, clustering, and conductivity that are 
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inaccessible in the pure bulk fluid phase. Such an approach is qualitatively analogous to using 

porous media to stabilize molecular fluids such as water in a thermodynamically unstable regime 

[17], or the use of random external field fluctuations to destroy ferromagnetic ordering per the 

Quenched Random Field Ising Model (QRFIM) [18,19]. It also suggests a new and more robust 

route to forming thermoreversible physical gels not complicated by the unavoidable 

nonequilibrium effects underlying gelation in a spinodal phase separated region of the phase 

diagram [20-22]. 

We consider a colloidal fluid (F) of spheres (implicit solvent) immersed in a quenched 

template (T) of interpenetrating high aspect ratio rigid rods. The minimal description involves 4 

structural length scales (rod length, L , rod diameter, Td , mean network pore radius, Pr , and 

colloid diameter, Fd ), colloidal fluid packing fraction ( Fη ), and the contact cohesive ( ,F Fε ) and 

interfacial ( ,T Fε ) attraction energies and their corresponding spatial ranges, , ,T F F Fδ δ δ= ≡ . We 

are interested in low concentration, long rod networks where 2 p F TL r d d δ>> >> >> ≥ ; our 

conclusions are robust to parameters changes in this broad regime [23]. The baseline system 

employs a rod composed of 500Tn =  hard core, tangent, linearly bonded sites of unit diameter (

1Td = ), and a dilute colloidal fluid of 3 / 6 0.05F F Fdη πρ≡ = . Each template realization is a pure 

rod fluid equilibrium configuration at a low packing fraction, 510Tη −= , corresponding to a 

113.912P Tr d≅  [24]. These rods are not literally crosslinked nor forced into close contact; 

however, since the colloids are very large compared to the rod thickness but small compared to 

the pore diameter, 20F Td d= , they can serve as physical crosslinks between the strongly 

interpenetrating rods to establish a percolated sphere network The site-site cohesive and 
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interfacial potentials consist of a hard core repulsion plus an exponential attraction: ( ),F Fv r =

( ),; , ,att F F Fv r dε δ , and ( ),T Fv r = ( )( ),; , / 2,att T F T Fv r d dε δ+ , respectively, where beyond 

contact ( ); , ,attv r dε δ = ( )exp /r dε δ− − −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  with / 2Tdδ = . Crucially, since F Td d>> , 

multiple rod sites interact with an adsorbed sphere; as such, a simple geometry calculation shows 

that for our interaction potential the total rod-sphere attraction strength at contact is ,7 T Fε≈ . 

To theoretically study this quenched-annealed system we employ the equilibrium Replica 

Reference Interaction Site Model integral equation approach adapted to treat a macromolecular 

template [25-30]; all technical details are discussed in the Supplementary Information (SI) [31]. 

This method predicts both the standard [ ( ),T Tg r , ( ),T Fg r , ( ),F Fg r ] and blocking or template-

mediated [ ( ),F Fg r% ] site-site radial distribution functions (SSRDF) where subscripts indicate 

species. The latter corresponds to a SSRDF between non-interacting fluid clones [26-30]. 

Metastable states are not predicted as replica symmetry is assumed.  

Thermodynamics is characterized by the constant template density dimensionless 

isothermal compressibility [26] 

( ) ( )( )2
, ,

0

1 4th B F T F F F F FK k T drr g r g rρ κ πρ
∞

≡ = + −∫ % ,  (1) 

which quantifies the long wavelength fluid density fluctuation amplitude that diverges at a 

spinodal. Local structure is essential for establishing the interparticle contacts required for 

colloidal percolation and conductivity. It is characterized by a coordination number: the number 

of colloid sites within the attraction range around either a template site, Tμ = , or another 

colloidal fluid site, Fμ = , 
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( )
,

2
, ,

0

4
FD

F F FZ drr g r
μ

μ μπρ= ∫ ,     (2) 

where ( ), / 2T F T FD d d δ≡ + +  and ,F F FD d δ≡ + . The hopping electrical conductivity is 

computed using an accurate effective medium approximation which places a single electron 

tunneling conductance between all fluid particle pairs, ( ) ( )0 exp 2 /FG r G r d≡ − − Δ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ , where r  

is the inter-particle separation, 0G  is the contact conductance, and Δ  is the short tunneling range 

(~nm), here set to a representative value of δΔ = . From a truncated resistor network Laplacian 

node pair expansion, a self-consistent equation was derived [43] 

( )
( ) ( )

2
,

*
0 0

4
2

/ exp 2 / 1
F F F

F

r g r
dr

G G r d
π ρ∞

=
− Δ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦

∫ ,    (3) 

where *G  is the average 2-point network conductance, a useful surrogate for bulk conductivity.  

We first consider the simpler “reference” system where interfacial attraction drives an 

abrupt structural transition. Figure 1A demonstrates the striking variation of thK  with ,T Fε  at 

four values of ,F Fε  below the bulk colloidal fluid spinodal (no template) at , 5F Fβε ≈ . The wide 

range in ,T Fε  where the fluid is insensitive to the template is abruptly terminated by a cusp-like 

maximum that grows in amplitude with ,F Fε  and/or a precipitous drop associated with onset of a 

highly incompressible state starting at , 1.18 1.21T Fβε ≈ − . The latter signals the formation of an 

enriched, less compressible layer of particles adsorbed on, or in the vicinity of, the template. The 

thickness, or the degree of multi-layering, of adsorbed colloids, and their propensity for 

interparticle contacts, grows with ,F Fε ; for the hard sphere control case of , 0F Fε =  only 

monolayer adsorption is possible. We interpret the cusp-like maximum to indicate a state of 

enhanced particle density fluctuations associated with a maximal bifurcation of colloids into two 
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populations corresponding to adsorbed on the rods and non-adsorbed in the pores. The 

adsorption crossover transition becomes softer for larger (smaller) rod density (pore size) [not 

shown], a natural consequence of obfuscating the distinction between bulk and adsorbed states. 

The second structural reconfiguration mechanism utilizes inter-colloid cohesive 

attractions at high strengths inaccessible in the homogeneous pure colloidal fluid phase. Without 

the template, increasing fluid cohesion induces a strong monotonic growth of thK  and a spinodal 

divergence at , 5F Fβε ≈  as seen by the , 0T Fβε =  curve in Figure 1B. In the presence of  colloid-

template attractions near the above mentioned adsorption crossover at , 1.18 1.21T Fβε ≈ − , this 

growth of thK  can be (i) strongly slowed down, (ii) effectively driven to a plateau value, or (iii) 

decrease just beyond the spinodal, depending on ,T Fβε and template density (pore size). The 

, 5F Fβε ≥  regime is a state of thermodynamically stable, avoided spinodal-driven, enhanced 

clustering that is inaccessible to the pure fluid which appears to continue to ,F Fβε → ∞ . Figure 

1B also demonstrates the enhanced efficacy of the template at frustrating macrophase separation 

as either interfacial attraction or network density is increased [44].  

Although entropy plays a quantitative role, the suppression of macrophase separation 

above a critical value of ,T Fε  is fundamentally controlled by when the energy of the templated, 

partially adsorbed state becomes lower than the phase separated colloidal fluid since both 

template-colloid and colloid-colloid attractions associated with tight packing along the rod and in 

the pores can be realized. The critical value of , 1.18 1.21T Fβε ≈ −  can be rationalized as the 

degree of site-level rod-colloid attraction required such that the total colloid-rod cohesion plus 

colloid-colloid cohesion of particles in close contact along the rod becomes larger than the 

cohesion realizable in the dense coexisting colloid fluid of a bulk phase separated system [45]. 
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We again emphasize that this phenomenon is qualitatively analogous to the destruction of the 

ferromagnetic ordering transition beyond a critical random field fluctuation strength [18,19] 

where spins can achieve a lower free energy by aligning with local random magnetic fields.  

We now analyze and contrast the structural and conductivity consequences of the two 

physically distinct scenarios thermodynamically characterized in Fig.1. Figures 2A and 2B 

establish the structural signatures of the thermodynamic cusp (adsorption crossover) and steep 

compressibility reduction at higher ,F Fβε  seen in Figure 1A. Upon approaching the adsorption 

crossover from below ( , 1.10T Fβε = , 1.14), monolayer formation is suggested by the notable 

first and much weaker higher order coordination shells in ( ),T Fg r , while the local nature of 

colloid clustering is indicated by the lack of higher order features beyond the trimer correlations 

in ( ),F Fg r . Far greater particle clustering and qualitatively new structural features abruptly 

emerge as the interfacial attraction is slightly increased to , 1.16T Fβε =  and 1.20  and the cusp in 

Fig.1A is traversed. Here, ( ),T Fg r  develops a longer range tail indicating diffuse multilayer 

adsorption on the template, while ( ),F Fg r  develops higher order coordination shells due to 

particle enrichment proximate to the quenched network.  

To better quantify the near contact structural evolution, the coordination numbers ,T FZ  

and ,F FZ  are plotted in Figures 2C and 2D. Before the adsorption crossover, the magnitude of 

,F FZ  indicates weak to mild clustering in the pores that is essentially insensitive to ,T Fε . At the 

crossover, the intense initial adsorption indicated by the ,T FZ  results triggers the formation of a 

dense colloidal multilayer surrounding the template, as manifested by the abrupt upturn in ,F FZ  

which becomes more dramatic as ,F Fε  grows (see upper cartoons in Fig.2E). This behavior 
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stands in qualitative contrast to the entropic drive to spread along the rods upon adsorption as 

found when there is little or no cohesion (lower cartoons in Fig. 2E).  

The above abrupt structural reconfiguration generates a sharp switch between insulating 

and metallic states (Fig. 2E). At low ,T Fε  and , 5F Fβε < , the resistance is very high. Beyond 

, 1.18 1.21T Fβε ≈ − , intense template adsorption and local particle densification abruptly induce 

tight particle contacts, thereby establishing facile low resistance pathways for electron transport 

with a > 20  orders of magnitude conductivity increase. The latter is not a trivial consequence of 

adsorption on an interpenetrating rod network, as indicated by the low conductivity for adsorbing 

hard spheres; rather, tight packing along the rods driven by a sufficiently large , 0F Fε ≠  is 

essential. The adsorption crossover and metal-insulator transition become sharper by decreasing 

the rod density (larger pores) thereby providing another tool to tailor the transition (not shown). 

 The above adsorption-driven clustering mechanism is a promising route to realize 

massively reconfigurable conductive assemblies. However, given it is associated with a quasi-

one-dimensional dense adsorbed colloidal structure, the achievement of high conductivity might 

be frustrated by structural defects and contact coordination number fluctuations. As we now 

discuss, the second, even more novel approach (Fig.1B) based on an avoided spinodal transition 

results in a qualitatively distinct percolated colloidal network of an effectively higher 

dimensionality and microphase-separation-like character, and should be a more robust alternative 

in practice. Figures 3A and 3B show the large real space structural transformations that emerge 

upon approaching the bulk spinodal attraction strength from below. Both ( ),T Fg r  and ( ),F Fg r  

indicate the onset of strong clustering via the development of a crisp second coordination shell 

and longer range tail. For , 5F Fβε ≥ , ( ),F Fg r  rapidly increases locally and new higher (beyond 
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second) order coordination shells emerge. In qualitative contrast to the first mechanism, ( ),T Fg r  

decreases above , 5F Fβε ≈ . These structural changes collectively suggest a transition to a state 

with both significant network adsorption and inter-pore clustering via “bridging connections” 

between the rod-templated particles, as depicted by the cartoons in Fig. 3E. Additional support 

for the latter interpretation is given in the SI [31] where we show the emergence for , 5F Fβε >  of 

a low wavevector, microphase-separation-like peak or feature in the colloid-colloid collective 

structure factor on the large mesh length scale dictated by the template network. 

Avoided spinodal induced clustering is effectively contrasted to its alternative adsorption-

driven analog by examining the coordination numbers in Figs. 3C and 3D. Unlike in the 

adsorption scenario, ,T FZ  is highly non-monotonic with a maximum at the avoided spinodal. 

Initial adsorption occurs for the reasons discussed in the context of Fig. 2D. But beyond the 

avoided spinodal, the long range density fluctuations and greater clustering attainable in the bulk 

drive some adsorbed colloids back into the pores. The top cartoons in Fig. 3E suggest a highly 

inter-connected, more 3-dimensional clustered state, an inference further supported by the 

marked growth in ,F FZ  beyond , 5F Fβε ≈ . This behavior becomes more dramatic as ,T Fβε  

decreases, albeit remains above the critical value required to suppress macrophase separation.  

  Figure 3E shows that the second structural reconfiguration mechanism results in huge 

conductivity enhancement. With a small increase of colloid cohesion beyond , 5F Fβε ≈  a sharp 

structural reorganization connects thermodynamically stable metal and insulating states with 

conductivities differing by 20>  orders of magnitude. This transition is tunable, and is more 

abrupt for a weaker ,T Fε . Decreasing rod density exaggerates the amplitude and sharpness of the 

metal-insulator transition by destabilizing the fluid against macrophase separation [46].  
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Besides providing a route to achieve a sharp metal-insulator transition, the avoided 

spinodal phenomenon elucidated here has broader relevance. For example, it suggests a novel 

way to achieve equilibrium, globally homogeneous, thermoreversible particle gelation that 

avoids the nonequilibrium complications of kinetic gelation in a 2-phase spinodal region [20-22]. 

This fundamental problem has been recently discussed based on simulations of patchy particle 

models of limited valence where the coordination number is geometrically restricted [20,21]. 

Such a strategy does lead to a large reduction of the critical point packing fraction and shrinkage 

of the phase separated regime towards low density, with reversible gelation at volume fractions 

as low as 0.2≈  being realized [20,21]. We believe our approach significantly improves on this 

by completely eradicating the two phase region thereby enabling reversible gelation into a 3-

dimensionally connected structure in very dilute rod networks at all particle densities that 

percolate. Moreover, the ability to tune the amplitude of density fluctuations via  ,T Fε  provides a 

way to interpolate between spinodal-like and reversible homogeneous gelation, and gels 

produced via a temperature (effective cohesion strength) quench will age towards a well-defined 

equilibrium endpoint of high and stable connectivity. 

Finally, we briefly comment on how the systems theoretically analyzed in this paper 

might be realized experimentally. Well-studied, highly tunable biological networks of long, thin, 

rod-like polymers (e.g., fibrin, microtubules) can furnish the large pores (up to 10 microns) 

required to achieve the desired 2 p Fr d>>  inequality [47]. Colloids of various chemistry can be 

stabilized via Coulomb repulsion or repulsive (neutral or polyelectrolyte) brush layers to achieve 

, 0F Fε ≈ . By varying solution pH, the biopolymer network charge can manipulated to attract 

oppositely charged colloids [48], and salt concentration can control the range of ,T Fε . Inter-

colloid cohesion ( ,F Fε ) of van der Waals attraction origin could be potentially controlled by 
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employing a temperature-induced collapse or expansion of a thermoreversible brush [49]. Of 

course, the simultaneous control of ,T Fε  and ,F Fε  will be subtle in practice, and limitations in 

synthesizing monodisperse colloids and/or rods will soften structural and conductivity 

transitions. However, the use of biopolymers and model colloids can likely minimize the latter. 

 In summary, we have used theory to discover, and formulate design rules for, two distinct 

approaches for the creation of massively reconfigurable and electrically conductive, but 

physically dilute and mechanically stable, colloidal assemblies based on a large mesh quenched 

rod network. Although our methods must incur quantitative errors, prior studies using RISM and 

replica methods [25-30] suggest they are likely modest, and certainly the basic phenomena of 

sharp adsorption and destruction of bulk demixing are expected to be captured qualitatively 

correctly by the theory; future simulations are needed to check the quantitative accuracy. 

Importantly for experiment, the proposed mechanisms are qualitatively robust [23] to variation 

of the system-specific variables within the broad inequality range of 2 p F TL r d d δ>> >> >> ≥ . 

The approach can treat bendable rods (e.g., nanotubes, biopolymers), nonspherical particles, and 

Janus colloids. It also sets the stage (equilibrium endpoints) for developing new theories for the 

nonequilibrium dynamics of switching between metallic and insulating configurations, and the 

formation of globally homogeneous physical gels in adsorbing networks.   
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Figure 1. Frame A: from bottom to top the dimensionless compressibility as a function of ,T Fβε

for , 0F Fβε =  (dashed black), 4  (magenta), 4.5  (orange) and 4.75  (blue), respectively, at 

0.00001Tη = . Frame B: Corresponding quantity based on varying ,F Fβε . Solid and long dashed 

curves correspond to 0.00001Tη =  and 0.00008Tη =  (mean pore radius of 40 Td≈ ) 

respectively, and bottom to top are for fixed , 1.2T Fβε =  (magenta), 1.175  (orange) and 1.15  

(blue) respectively. The thin dashed black curve corresponds to , 0T Fβε = . 
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Figure 2. Frames A and B: radial distribution functions at , 4.75F Fβε =  for , 1.10T Fβε = , 1.14 , 

1.16  and 1.20  in order of increasing darkness and arrows. Frames C and D: from left to right the 

coordination number for , 4.75F Fβε =  (blue), 4.5  (orange), 4  (magenta) and zero (dashed 

black). Frame E: from left to right the dimensionless conductivity for , 4.75F Fβε =  (blue), 4.5  

(orange), 4 (magenta), and zero (dashed black). 
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Figure 3. Frames A and B: radial distribution functions at , 1.15T Fβε =  for , 2F Fβε = , 4 , 5  and 

7  in order of increasing darkness and arrows. Frame C {D}: from top to bottom {bottom to top 

on right most side} the coordination number for , 1.2T Fβε =  (magenta), 1.175  (orange), and 

1.15  (blue). Frame E: From left to right the dimensionless conductivity for , 1.2T Fβε =  

(magenta), 1.175  (orange), and 1.15  (blue). 


